
Second reply to dr. Gerstenbluth and dr. A.J. Duits 

I herewith would like to unmask the misinformaton provided by I. Gerstenbluth and A.J. Duits. According to 
their reply, these gentlemen seem to feel ofended by my leter from April 19, which I sent in reacton to their 
interview that went online on April 13.  

From their extensive and overwhelming reply and appended ‘Take home messages for laymen’ (!), it is obvious 
that they were sufciently confdent to not expect me to critcize ‘top experts’ or ‘health ofcials’ for debunking
statements that do not match their mandate, no mater the mocking tone of their interview. As you will 
appreciate from my comments to any single element of their reply (which I will share as soon as tme permits), 
their counterarguments are not only misleading but are a disgrace for all those who did do a proper homework 
in that they invested tme and energy in understanding the populaton dynamics of the current pandemic and 
how its course is being altered by the ongoing mass vaccinaton campaigns. 

It is clear from their reply that I. Gerstenbluth and A.J. Duits rely on conventonal vaccine knowledge and 
vaccinaton mantras in trying to explain the beneft of vaccines, no mater the conditons of their deployment. 
Adhering to the principle of ‘the more, the beter’, they have been bombarding me with a plethora of 
arguments and references from the literature in an atempt to make their case. Unfortunately, their lofy 
rhetoric ofen rings hollow. I am even wondering whether they actually read these publicatons in full as I found
out that the more relevant ones actually support the scientfc insights I am trying to convey rather than they 
would lend credibility to their simplistc interpretaton of this pandemic. This may easily happen when one 
limits screening of references from the literature to a search by keywords. While ignoring or not understanding 
the elements building the scientfc foundaton of my analysis (as abundantly shared on my website 
www.geertvandenbossche.org) and declining a public scientfc debate, these two doctors are joining forces to 
teach me about codes of ethics (!) and compile a number of irrelevant scientfc arguments. As already 
mentoned, I will deal with every single argument to demonstrate that none of them provides evidence that the
ongoing mass vaccinaton campaigns are to be considered a sound approach to controlling a pandemic of a 
highly mutable virus that naturally causes an acute self-limitng infecton. Protagonists of these campaigns 
consider every decline in cases as an efect of vaccinaton whereas people’s nonadherence to infecton 
preventon measures (and soon to vaccinaton!) is to be blamed for a surge in cases. As explained on multple 
occasions, this viewpoint is beyond simplicity and illustrates a complete lack of understanding of the 
complexity and multfactorial interactons that are inherent to the populaton dynamics of a pandemic, 
especially when modifed by human interventon. As far as their lessons in ethics are concerned, I think tme 
has come for them to focus on the single most important ethical principle which is ‘respect and preservaton of 
human life’. It is clear that stubbornness and a blind indoctrinaton approach are not going to best serve this 
principle unless they are willing to assume full responsibility by publicly declaring that the ongoing mass 
vaccinaton campaigns, especially using mRNA vaccines (!), will undoubtedly confer herd immunity and take 
control of the growing panoply of viral variants, including those that are now coming close to resistng current 
Covid-19 vaccines.
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